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stated when he is spoken of as a victorious rebel against its
narrow poetic laws, a leader in the substitution of nature for
artificiality. There is at least this link of continuity between
them, that Scott, like the typical poets of the eighteenth century,
"did" not think either scenes or characters fit for presentation to
J&e^refm'ed reader without artificial 'poetic ornament.' The
difference "Between them was a difference of subject-matter
''rather ftifnjpoetic aim. He was tired of want of action, labo-
friojs cpgirrient on few incidents not in themselves exciting,
super^HJt^bf tranquil and refined sentiment, monotony of metre.
VH£ £Le%id|!erated greater energy of movement, brief and simple
comment on rapidly shifting scenes, more stir and tumult of
feeling. It was more action and animation rather than more
nature that Scott introduced into poetry* He is more natural—
we are dealing, of course, with his poetry—than Pope or
Thomson or Akenside or Gray, chiefly in this, that action is
more natural, that is to say more agreeable to .the majority, than
stagnant reflection. But though his scenes are animated and
his characters have the breath of life in them, they are studi-
ously dressed to advantage in accordance with the artistic
canon of the school of Pope.
The artificial dress in which Scott clothed his Border pageant
is taken from mediaeval romance and the history of countries
more civilised than the Borderland was in the sixteenth centuiy.
The manners are more like the manners of English and French
chivalry as depicted by Froissart than the manners of the
Borderers as depicted by Lesley or Maitland. Nobody knew
this better than Scott, who in his Introduction and Notes to the
Border Minstrelsy had given a complete picture of the Borderers
as they were in reality—a vigorous race living in uncertain
tenure of property,and life, divided into clans often at feud one
with another and owning obedience to no central authority, their
chiefs sheep-farmers who eked out their subsistence by plunder,
roughly fed, roughly housed, roughly armed, and roughly
mannered. The baronial magnificence of the establishment at
Branksome Hall is a * poetical ornament'; there was no such
splendour of {Knight and page and household squire' on the
Scottish borders. Loyalty to the House of Buccleuch^something
like Caleb Balderstone's loyalty to the House of Ravenswood

